Surviving T-28 and T-35 Tanks
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Listed here are the T-28 and T-35 tanks that still exist today.

T-28 (Ps. 241-4) – Finnish Armour Museum, Parola (Finland)
The tank was built at the end of 1938 or in 1939. It has additional armour: original (added in 1940) and Finnish (side guards of mantlet and a folding guard of the driver (with an inscription "48")) (Alex Pankov)

T-28 (Ps. 241-??) – Savon Prikaati garrison, Mikkeli (Finland)
The gun is not the original one, it could be a mock-up. The tank was built between 1937 and 1939. The tank has original additional armour (added in 1940) and probably also Finnish additional armour (Alex Pankov)
T-28 – Central Armed Forces Museum, Moscow (Russia)
The gun is a 76mm KT-28 m1927/1932 (the original one). Serial Number 1619, built in 1934 in Kirovsk factory (Yuri Pasholok)

T-28 – Museum of military equipment "Battle Glory of the Urals", Verkhnyaya Pyshma, Sverdlovsk Oblast (Russia) – running condition
The hull served as an armoured bunker and was half-buried, it was recovered in September 2009 (Russian TV news), it was found near Lembolovo, Leningrad Oblast (Russia). It was previously part of the Sestroretsk museum, near St. Petersburg. The turrets and running gear are reproductions. The side armor on the main turret’s gun is a mistake, this improvement was made only on Finnish T-28's later after the war. The tank is running with an engine and tracks from ATS-50
T-28 (Ps. 241-??) wreck – Finnish Armour Museum, Parola (Finland) – currently stored
This T-28 served as a target to train conscripts in the 60-70s. It was saved from Häätä Ranges in 1980's and is currently awaiting restoration in Parola armor museum depot

T-35 – Kubinka Tank Museum (Russia) – running condition
SU-14-1 – Patriot Park, Kubinka (Russia)
SPG prototype built on a T-35 chassis

T-100Y – Patriot Park, Kubinka (Russia)
SPG prototype built on a T-100 chassis
T-28 main turret – Kherson, Kherson Oblast (Ukraine)

T-28 main turret – Armored boat BK-73, Samara, Samara Oblast (Russia)
Two T-28 main turrets – Malyaja Sazanka, Primorski Krai (Russia)
It is unknown if the turret is stored in the Motorization and Technik Museum or in the Border Guards barracks.

T-28 small turret – Victory Park at Poklonnaya Gora, Moscow (Russia)
T-28 small turret – National Automobile Museum, Vsevolozhsk
Leningrad Oblast (Russia)

T-28 small turret – Vadim Zadorozhny Museum, Arhangelskoe, Moscow Oblast (Russia)
T-28 small turret – Vadim Zadorozhny Museum, Arhangelskoe, Moscow Oblast (Russia)
First T-35 reproduction – Museum of military equipment "Battle Glory of the Urals", Verkhnyaya Pyshma, Sverdlovsk Oblast (Russia)
This vehicle is a full replica

Second T-35 reproduction – Museum of military equipment "Battle Glory of the Urals", Verkhnyaya Pyshma, Sverdlovsk Oblast (Russia) – running condition
This vehicle is a full replica
I'm looking for photos of those tanks:

any T-28 or T-35 tank that I forgot....

This document is a compilation of photos published on the web. I would like to thank especially Rafał Białęcki, who deserved a great part of the job on this document, and also the people who took these photos and put them on their websites, or sent them to me, and those who helped me doing these lists (particularly people of the AFV News Discussion Board). For any question, you can email me at soldat_ryan@hotmail.com
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